[Programs for first onset psychosis and evidence-based medicine: a case of the syndrome of the emperor's new clothes].
In this essay, the author states that the first onset psychoses clinics described in many articles of this special issue of Santé mentale au Québec are not as evidence-based than the enthusiasm of its promoters would lend to believe. Using three stories based on observations made recently in Quebec where the argument of evidence-based support was brought, it will be illustrated how groups, their interventions and programs positioned themselves to their advantage.. These promoters in the health care system aim at better care, but they are also motivated by their own professional, departmental and research agendas ; they are supported by other logics and stakeholders like pharmaceutical firms, consumers and relatives; but can be slowed down by decision-makers and planners querying the ressources required, the efficiency, the accessibility, the training and the impact on other programs in a balanced mental health care system. This essay also briefly review the definitions, the limits of an evidence-based approach, and its origins from clinical epidemiology and public health. It does not consist solely of evidence drawn from randomised clinical trials and quantitative research designs, but also from qualitative and mixed designs, that have been developed by human sciences. The practice and application of evidence is not mastered in mental health systems, but the author hopes that with increased training by all stakeholders in its use, it will introduce a continuous evaluation at the individual clinical level, at the program and system levels. A continuous questioning that signals quality in clinical practices and services.